The Advanced Science Research Center (ASRC) at the Graduate Center, CUNY Office of Sponsored Program Administration announces the CAREER Bootcamp Program designed to help eligible CUNY assistant professors develop competitive NSF CAREER proposals.

**NSF CAREER Primer**
Friday, November 3, 2017
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
ASRC, GC-CUNY

In this full-day of presentations, learn about NSF’s CAREER award to assistant professors. Participants will also be guided in self-assessing their readiness to apply for the CAREER award.

**NSF CAREER Hackathon**
Friday, November 17, 2017
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
ASRC, GC-CUNY

In this full-day session, participants will be introduced to the core elements crucial to a CAREER proposal. Attendees will take away a rough draft of one core component of a Bootcamp-intensive application.

**NSF CAREER Core**
Friday Afternoons, Bi-Weekly, February - June 2018

A bi-weekly lecture series of 8-12 presentations, with time for Q & A, that will provide CAREER applicants with detailed information and strategies for writing a competitive proposal. Social networking hour to follow each session.

**NSF CAREER Bootcamp Intensives**
TBD, February - Early July 2018

Writing-intensive groups of six participants each. Eligible faculty must submit the required application; these will be judged by a panel of 4 experts.

Please RSVP for Primer & Hackathon by Thursday, October 26

To register or for more information:
[ASRC.CUNY.EDU/CAREER-BOOTCAMP-2018](http://ASRC.CUNY.EDU/CAREER-BOOTCAMP-2018)
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